COVID-19 UPDATE AS OF 4.10.2020:
In light of recent public health concerns surrounding COVID-19, all on-site journeymen and apprentice training courses as well as walk in welding practice hours are postponed.

Important Update for Current Spring 2020 Apprentices: our spring 2020 semester will resume on-line. Please make sure to check your email regularly-an email announcement was sent on 4.11.20. More details will follow by email.

Journeymen Upgrade Training Update: OSHA 10 and OSHA 30 are available On-Line for JUT Credit! Sign in under the Class_Data Tab and choose Click Safety! On-site journeymen training remains postponed until further notice.

UA welding, braze and pipeline tests needed for immediate dispatch are considered on a case by case basis. Please refer to the Contact tab on the orange menu bar above, select Training Centers from the drop down menu, click training center location and hover over Weld Bay Information for limited hours and testing information. Please call our number below to request.

A&J Administrative Office Number 310.604.0892

The A&J is only accepting phone inquiries. Please continue to reach out to us via our office number and leave a message. We will return your call as soon as possible. We are not able to accommodate in person inquiries or purchases of materials or books. We apologize for any inconvenience.